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Autoimmune Diseases 

 Almost 5% of the world population develops AD. Of this 5%
approximately 80% are women and it is considered the fourth
leading cause of disability for them.

 Considering all diseases in the class, the most common mean
age-of-onset was 40–50 years.



Rheumatoid Arthritis is the Incidence Rising?

The concept of rheumatoid arthritis, a chronic progressive
inflammatory disease of the synovial joints, as a disorder of middle
age is changing to include patients outside the range of 40 to 60
years.

PLoS One. 2018 Oct 16;13(10):e0205651



A patient-centred concept



Cause age is one of the major

determinants in clinical decision-

making, there are distinct

considerations for treatment

strategies and clinical outcomes for

elderly patients with RA.

.



Traditional Pyramid Model Treatment

The management of rheumatoid arthritis has changed dramatically over the

past 30 years. Few therapeutic agents existed then, which were either

minimally or not efficacious, because of toxicity and the fact that optimal dosing

and onset of action had not yet been elucidated for some agents.



The mechanistic immune
classification has implications
for understanding the
compexity of RA and for
thinking about therapy in an
immune-centric way.

F.W. Rossi et al 2018



Algorithm for treating rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

Nevertheless, a significant proportion of patients remains symptomatic
after several cycles of treatment, which makes them difficult to treat (5-
20%); this is a significant clinical problem in daily practice.

These recommendations
suggest intensifying the disease-
modifying antirheumatic drug
(DMARD) strategy, if
improvement or the treatment
target is not achieved within 3
or 6 months, respectively.

Ann Rheum Dis 2016;75:3-15
Ann Rheum Dis 2017;76:960–977
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Difficult-to-treat RA

1. There is no definition of difficult to treat RA.

2. Difficult to treat RA is a multifactorial condition in which, for each individual

patient, different factors may be major determinants of persistence of sign

and sympthoms, which is seldom caused by drug resistance only.

3. The poor understanding of characteristics, mechanisms and biological

correlates of these factors hamper clinical decision making.

4. Multiple different factors can lead to drug discontinuation or difficulty in

grading RA activity.

5. The complex interplay of contributory factors indicates an individualized

management approach for difficult-to-treat RA patients.
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Difficult-to-treat RA



Ann Rheum Dis 2014;73:62

How do we deal with RA-related comorbidities?
The COMORA study
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Patient-Physician disconnect: a chain of problematic 
events ensues



Systemic or extra-articular manifestations

•Systemic or extra-articular manifestations are common in
patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).

•The prevalence of systemic manifestations reported in
studies of RA is approximately 8% up to 40%.

•Extra-articular manifestations of RA are associated with
significant morbidity and increased mortality.

•Many of the extra-articular manifestations of RA are
associated with increased disease activity and with markers
of inflammation.



The management cycle of uncomplicated RA

Re-assessment

Too high

Reumatology  2018; 57:1135-1144



The management cycle of complicated / 
difficult-to-treat RA
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Current guidelines rank abatacept, rituximab, tocilizumab and TNF-inhibitors

(TNFi) as having equal effectiveness for the treatment of RA, at least as 

second line therapies.

Treatment outcomes among RA patients treated in Swedish clinical practice 

are in line with a superior effectiveness of non-TNFi bDMARDs, in particular 

tocilizumab and rituximab, compared with TNFi.



Conclusions
Current management recommendations (treat-to-target / EULAR / ACR) do not cover

management of comorbid conditions;

Treat-to-target recommendations make a strong case on considering

comorbidities when choosing the target scale and setting the numerical target;

The ACR guidelines consider various comorbidities and their implications for therapy of RA;

Age is one of the major determinants in clinical decision-making;

Due to the lack of knowlendge about the different weight of contributing factors of difficult-to

treat RA in clinical practice treatment steps and decision for each patient are based on trial and

error;

Until an effective treatment regimen or approach is found, patients continue to suffer from

sign and sympthoms that impact directly their social life, work ability and quality of life;

Beside the personal impact, difficult to treat RA also affect negatively health care utilization,

hospital budgets and society cost.

Reumatology  2018; 57:1135-1144



The World Incidence and Prevalence of 
Autoimmune Diseases is Increasing


